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QUESTION 1

When conducting an analogue functional analysis, the condition commonly used as a control is the: 

A. home condition. 

B. play condition. 

C. social attention condition. 

D. demand condition. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The systematic presentation and examination of information in an ABC format, where A represents the antecedent
stimuli, B represents the behavior, and C represents the consequences following the behavior, is calleD. 

A. a consequence analysis. 

B. a functional analysis. 

C. a response analysis. 

D. a descriptive assessment. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When using an alternating treatments design it is important to randomly: 

A. assign participants to treatment conditions. 

B. select participants from the population of interest. 

C. order treatment conditions presented during each phase. 

D. change each criterion level. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A teacher is tracking the performance of both math and spelling assignments for each of her 25 students. For feedback
purposes, she wishes to display each student\\'s percent correct for both areas using a line graph. What would be the
MOST effective and efficient way to accomplish this? 
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A. Prepare a large graph for spelling and a similar one for math and place on the graphs the average data for the entire
class in the two content areas. 

B. Prepare a separate graph for each student and, using a unique symbol for each content area, record the data and
connect the similar symbols to create data path lines. 

C. Prepare a single large graph and display each student\\'s data for the spelling and math areas using unique symbols
for each student and for each content area. 

D. Prepare two graphs for each student, one for spelling and one for math, because there is no appropriate method for
reporting these two content areas together on the same graph. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Susan recorded data on a student\\'s fidgeting behavior in the following way: She divided a 10-minute recording period
into 10-second intervals and recorded in each interval a "+" if the target behavior occurred at least once. The
percentage of intervals of target behavior occurrence was about 45%. The data resulting are most likely to be an 

A. accurate measure of inter-response times. 

B. inaccurate measure of inter-response times. 

C. overestimate of the occurrence of the behavior. 

D. underestimate of the occurrence of the behavior. 

Correct Answer: C 
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